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THE NEXT STEP IN OSP’S EVOLUTION

OSP will soon report to the VPR
What does this mean for us?
BOV Q2 FY18 RESULTS NOW LIVE

• 5.7 percent decrease in sponsored program awards at UVA over Q2 FY17
• Conditions appear positive for UVA to make up ground in Q3 and Q4
Program income is no longer included in our award count—part of ongoing efforts to improve reporting on research at UVA, and to align ourselves with peers and industry standards.

FY2017 award numbers were restated in February to account for the reclassification of previously-included program-income revenues:

- Previous fiscal years’ award numbers were not restated and remain inclusive of program income.
- FY17 proposal and expenditure numbers were not restated and remain unchanged.
RESEARCH UVA DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE

- One- and two-year views
- Coming Soon
  - Updates to the way we present Sprint and Release Notes
  - Links to more detail about activities underway
COMMITMENT TO COMMUNICATION

- New OSP website coming soon
- OSP newsletter
  - Subscribe to our mailing list on the Contact/Location page of current website